
PERGOLA
9 ft x 9 ft Constantine Pergola
FEATURES & BENEFITS

•	 Sophisticated pergola to shade and cool your outdoor lounging and dining spaces, covering up to 81 sq 

ft and providing 90% UV block

•	 Contemporary retractable roman style shade canopy in decorative Mocha, Smoke or Terracotta elevates 

the comfort level of any patio, deck or backyard by reducing temperatures beneath up to 32°

•	 The weather resistant Coolaroo knitted fabric is breathable and light filtering, guards against mold and 

mildew, is easy to clean and will not fade, crack or rot

•	 Sturdy yet lightweight powder coated aluminum frame is corrosion resistant for superior long life

•	 Five year fabric  warranty against UV degradation
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481100 Mocha / Black

9 ft x 9 ft 7 ft 2 in 109.45 x 9.05 x 7.88 in 57.32 lb 1481117 Smoke / Black

481124 Terracotta / Black

Ready to upscale your outdoor entertaining? Tired of that sun beating down on your neck? Looking for a shade 

solution that transitions from day to evening? Our Coolaroo Constantine Pergola offers a sophisticated and 

architectural alternative to lower cooling costs by reducing temperatures up to 32%, to protect furniture, tiling or 

decking from fading and to battle against sun deterioration. Coolaroo’s knitted fabric allows hot air to escape and 

cool breezes to filter through. The fully retractable cover allows for star gazing without moving from your comfy 

lounger. Measuring 9’x9’, covering 81 st ft, Constantine maximizes shading potential. And it looks fabulous! Note: 

Two people required for assembly. Beyond a reduction in temperatures, our fabrics are earth friendly, are recyclable 

and endorsed by GreenGuard, the Melanoma International Foundation and Oeko-Tex. 
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9 ft x 9 ft Constantine Pergola
MARKETING COPY & DIGITAL ASSETS

•	   Sophisticated pergola to shade and cool your outdoor lounging and dining spaces, covering up 
to 81 sq ft and providing 90% UV block

•	  Contemporary retractable roman style shade canopy in decorative Mocha, Smoke or Terracotta 
elevates the comfort level of any patio, deck or backyard by reducing temperatures beneath up 
to 32 degrees

•	  The weather resistant Coolaroo knitted fabric is breathable and light filtering, guards against mold 
and mildew, is easy to clean and will not fade, crack or rot

•	  Sturdy yet lightweight powder coated aluminum frams is corrosion resistant for superior long life
•	 Five year fabric warranty against UV degradation
•	 Footprint - 9’ x 9’
•	  Clearence height - 6’5”

Ready to upscale your outdoor entertaining? Tired of that sun beating down on your neck? Looking 
for a shade solution that transitions from day to evening? Our Coolaroo Constantine Pergola offers 
a sophisticated and architectural alternative to lower cooling costs by reducint temperatures up to 
32%, to protect furniture, tiling or decking from fading and to battle against sun and rain deterioration.  
Coolaroo’s knitted fabric allows hot air to escape and cool breezes to filter through. The fully retractable 
cover allows for star gazing without moving from your comfy lounger.
Note: Two people required for assembly.

Beyond a reduction in temperatures, our fabrics are earth friendly, are recyclable and endorsed by 
GreenGuard, the Melanoma International Foundation and OekoTex.

Ours is the story of a hard-working Australian family that turned a small hand-woven scarf business 
into one of the world’s most important manufacturers and marketers of Advanced Polymer textiles 
and value added products, the transformation of a small knitting mill into a multi-million dollar global 
enterprise with the introduction of the world’s first shadecloth knitting technology, the need based 
ingenuity of people adapting to the extreme temperature fluctuations. Future fabric developments 
seek to reduce environmental footprints even further while continuing to provide homeowners with 
the value and quality they have come to expect...and deserve.


